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Gerhard Ulrich, author of the book    October 5, 2016 

The Unmasked «Constitutional State» 

Avenue de Lonay 17 

CH-1110 Morges – 0041 21 801 22 88 

catharsisgu@gmail.com 

 

 

Mr Eric Cottier  

Attorney General VD 

Avenue de Longemalle 

1   

   

CH-1020 Renens 
 

 
cc:  

 

1. Simonetta Sommaruga, Head of the Federal Department of Justice and Police 

2. Béatrice Métraux, State Councillor VD, institutions and security 

3. Daniel Kipfer Fasciati, President of the Penal Federal Court 

4. Michael Lauber, Attorney General of the Confederation 

5. To the providers of access to Internet according to the list of Nicolet of December 17th,2008 

6. To the Prosecutors’ Offices of the Swiss cantons, according to said list 

7. Lawyer Georges Reymond 

 

To whom it may concern 

 

Renewal of my complaint of March 22, 2016 against Nicolet Yves, 
former Vaudois Prosecutor, promoted federal Prosecutor, for violation of 

article 49 of the Law of Telecommunication, and abuse of authority 

 

Challenging of all Vaudois Magistrates in block 

 
 

Mr Attorney General, 

 

As you have foreseen it with sufficiency in your mail of August 8, 2016, your crony 

at the cantonal court, Christophe Maillard did reject my challenge launched 

against you. However, I will not follow your cynical advice to address myself with 

a recourse to the supreme Federal Court.  Instead, I renew may challenge 

concerning you, and I extend it to the whole Judiciary of the canton of Vaud, 

supported by new elements.  
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Like the dark room of the Nation (the Federal Prosecutors’ Office), one is 

practicing within your workshops illegally the double file (explanation see 

enclosure). Sooner or later a blunder risked to overcome, and it happened: 

somebody of your staff did introduce by error 8 decisions concerning the illegal 

censorship at my costs into the file accessible to me. See my comments in the 

enclosure www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_nicolet-e.pdf  

 

Nicolet did establish his illegal censorship in a pure Cabinet justice, and you, 

Mister Cottier have been briefed by copy of each one of those secret, Inquisition-

like decisions, from which I was roguishly excluded, although it has harmed me 

directly. You did even actively participate to implement it, for example by 

recommending on March 2nd, 2009 to reject the recourse of Cyber link. You, 

jointly with 9 Vaudois cantonal «Judges» designated by their names in the 

enclosure www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_nicolet-f.pdf 

cannot pretend to be impartial in this procedure. And such a great number of 

Vaudois Magistrates mixed up in this cheating does legitimate me to challenge in 

block the complete Vaudois Judiciary on the basis of my analysis contained in my 

book The Album of Dishonour, chapters II and IX. 

 

Herewith I request: 

 

1. The challenge in block of the whole Vaudois Judiciary 

2. The right to consult the complete file  PE03.0183380-YNT  

3. The unsealing of the sequestered e-mail exchange of Michel Tinguely and c9c 

in the framework of the procedure PE11.011617 

4. To mandate the Georges Reymond to act in this procedure as well as my 

Lawyer ex officio 

5. The investigation of my mentioned complaint  

 

I did observe that the judiciary apparatus is not even able to resolve its worst 

failures, i.e. the affairs François Légeret and Laurent Ségalat. Therefore, I do not 

have any illusions whatsoever to succeed to put you back on the right path. You 

are desperate cases. One day, the Historians will have to clean out your Augean 

stable. 

 

Sincerely yours 

       

 

 

Gerhard Ulrich 
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Enclosures: mentioned 

 

PS: Nicolet knows by experience that the lies of any first judge become 

subsequently the procedural truths and are not any longer queried by the rotten 

judiciary system. Nicolet did actually serve himself massively with the judiciary 

ambush in which Marc-Etienne Burdet and Gerhard Ulrich have been caught by 

the fraudulent condemnations pronounced by Winzap and  Sauterel:  Starting from 

December 17, 2008 onwards, he sent his decisions as copies to the Prosecutors’ 

Offices of all Swiss cantons, repeating each time the impressive judiciary records 

of  Burdet and Ulrich, as one was dealing with terrorists. In Switzerland, judiciary 

records are reputed to reflect the reality, but this is nonsense. See 
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_winzap-e.pdf  
 

List of enclosures 

 

1. Complaint of March 22, 2016 against Nicolet in English 

 

2. www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_nicolet-e.pdf 
 

3. The Album of Dishonour, chapter II 

 

4. The Album of Dishonour, chapter IX 
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